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Answer
I have not seen the proposed decision. Where is the link?
No
Terms and Conditions should be considered reasonable to the average person on the street:  they 
should not, for example, tie in a customer for more than a reasonable period, make charges to exit a 
contract on expiry, make anti-competitive conditions (e.g. stopping a customer reasonably moving to a 
alternative supplier, insisting).  Suppliers should not prevent customers using their own equipment such 
as phones, routers and modems nor should they prevent the customer from self configuring products 
after purchase through password control.  Artificial restrictions impacting market efficiency should be 
removed to allow one stop shops for internet access, so driving down costs to end users.  This would 
require BTC in particular to make their network available to competitors such as ISPs at a reasonable 
cost.  In UK this was achieved through decoupling the network activity from the retail business. Costs 
should be considered reasonable and not taking advantage of any monopolistic situation.
There should also be a requirement for the service provider to have an executive summary of the 
Service Contracts & General Terms & Conditions.

Answer
Website
Yes and No
Half Way Option

Answer

1. The full version of the Consumer contracts consultation can be found Here  - Responses

2. Should contracts be readily available to Consumers so that it can be taken home and read before making a decision? If your 

2. Should contracts be readily available to Consumers so that it can be taken home and read before making a decision? If your 



Of course customers should know what they are committing to but if Terms and Conditions are regulated 
to be reasonable in the first place, this will be less of an issue.

More important that costs are spelled out.  It is extremely unclear what the costs per call and for data 
usage are on cell phones.  Do consumers know that they will get charged for a minute if a call just lasts 1 
second.  If a customer from a different provider calls, same issue on costs. Charges should be made per 
second.
If the full terms and conditions are listed on the website (should they have one) there is no need to take a 
copy.
And be in plain english
Or the most inportant points of the contract should be one page.
The contract should be on the businesses website
They should be readily available to allow comparison shopping prior to a final selection being created as 
well as contract holders being able to see what changes to the contract are being made to attract new 
consumers.
Provide an executive summary with full contract on line or available upon request.

Answer
A detailed breakdown of costs; an itemised list of optional services that might be in their bundle that they 
could opt out of to save money.
Details of Contracts

Consumers should have three days to dissolve a contract if desired and the service provider should 
make sure that the consumer knows this through clear communication on the contract (larger, bold or red 
lettering) or informed orally.

Quality of Service

Service providers should be required to send out notices of maintenance that will bring the service down.  
Also explanations of outages should be sent out within 24 hours after outages.
What is the escalation process in case of issue with contract or charges.  Does the regulator have any 
power to help?
Pledge of uptime and speed promise and refund calculated if performance promise is not met.

3. What additional information should be made available to Consumers prior to entering into a Contract for services with a Service 



All fine print should be highlighted - what is included in the contract and what isn't.

Cancellation terms and cost.

All available options.
Duration and exit penalties

Possible extra charges
A pricing structure should be included with the contract
Contracts are one-sided, which we as consumers my guarantee payment for a fixed period of time, but 
the service provider is not required to provide much of anything on their part (eg service level or quality 
of service).  Should state exit terms.
What happens if the terms of the contract are broken or changed.
any limitations to the service, particularly package deals
on the first page a summary of all the particulars, period, costs, items purchased, respomnsibilties for 
each part (listed in bullet poit order), etc.
Consumers obligations when they decide to enter in a service contract with a provider.
Explanation and potential costs to be borne by the customer should the customer break a contract. 

Explanation of how the Service Provider will be considered in breach of the terms and conditions, for 
example not providing a minimum internet speed at any time.
Rates, time limits, how to cancel the contract and any charges, clear language to understand 
charges,data use and roaming options.
estimates of typical monthly bills for varying levels of usage. these estimates should be reviewed by the 
RA periodically to ensure that the vendors are not gaming the system. any such abuse should result in a 
fine.

Answer
[No Responses]

Answer
This is the least of issues if contracts are reasonable in the first place.

4. Do you agree or disagree that contracts in physical and electronic form should be available to review at your own pace?  If you 

4. Do you agree or disagree that contracts in physical and electronic form should be available to review at your own pace?  If you 



although I'm not sure what this question means
this is to provide some semblance of symmetry. the vendors have spent months crafting the agreements 
for their benefit, the potential customer should be able to deliberate at leisure.

Answer
Have them tick a box signifying they have read all the T&C's.
The consumer has to scroll to the end of the page before they can continue.  Each section can have a 
checkbox that is checked by the consumer stating that they have read and all must be checked before 
they can continue.  The summary page must be also electronically signed before the contract is valid.  
Once the consumer signs, one last message should pop up telling them that they are about to sign and 
that clicking ok means that they have read and understand and there should be links to all the sections 
so that they can go back and re-read.
Provide a cooling off period after sale making that clear on the customer's receipt,
Email verification would assist.
A follow up call from the suplier to the customer should be placed
They can't.
All material terms are reviewed and brought to the customer's attention, highlighted and a confirmation of 
understanding checked
all contracts must be signed
Have a box where the consumer can tick whether they agree or disagree.
need to provide a "click to approve" button that acknowledges the agreement.
Would prefer to down load, read and take in.. Sign on confirmation. Confirm on going on line bill 
payments and options at that point.
By offering an "agree" or "disagree" button to select

There must be a way electronically for the consumer to indicate they have read and agreed, with specific 
safety measures in place (such as the randomly generated passwords that are sometimes used as add 
security on certain websites).  The service providers must have some level of protection from consumers 
who will try to buck the system.  It would be an unfair advantage to the consumers otherwise.
Just copy how this is being done in the US or UK
they cannot be sure which is why a signature should be mandatory.
Confirmation by way of a return email.

Answer
[No Responses]

Answer

5. In the case of an Electronic Contract, how can Service Providers be sure that a Consumer's agreement with the terms and 

6. Do you agree or Disagree that Consumers should be encouraged to view the Terms and Conditions physically or electronically 

6. Do you agree or Disagree that Consumers should be encouraged to view the Terms and Conditions physically or electronically 



These questions suggest that the point has been missed.  On island telecoms costs are too high and 
lack of 1 stop solutions are inefficient.  Cheaper telecoms will remove much of the discontent around 
contracts.  I can buy cell phone credit in the UK that never expires ... that should be possible in Bermuda.  
The daily government tax on cell phones unfairly impacts light users and it is impossible to maintain 
credit for a "rainy day".

Answer
Wireless home phone service.

SIP trunking service.
Ensure that if you are no longer employed that service providers are privy to this information and ask that 
your contract we amended so that you do not incur charges which you are no longer able to afford.
Service Work Orders
none that readily come to mind
no
Payment agreements and terms of termination clearly stated.
clearly laid out pricing structure with all "fine print" in BIG PRINT.

Answer
[No Responses]

Answer
These are all leading questions to which the answer from those surveyed will be the same.
The T&C's should be limited to point form.
Please... Highlights and cancelation

 terms
with peoples' attention span declining this is a must.

Answer
Do not forget the "pay as you go" customers who pay much higher unit costs, get no information on cost 
of calls or other charges... in effect there is no accountability for the provider to allow the customer to 
check the cost of making or receiving a call or using data by providing, for example, an on-line audit trails 
of costs incurred.
no appears to be inclusive
no

Answer

7. Are there any Contract forms not mentioned above that you believe should be considered by this Consultation? - Responses

8. Do you agree or disagree that a carrier whose contract(s) for service(s) is longer than two pages should be required to provide 

8. Do you agree or disagree that a carrier whose contract(s) for service(s) is longer than two pages should be required to provide 

9. Do you recommend any changes to the proposed decision? If so, please state these changes.  - Responses

10. Are there any other terms and conditions, not listed that should be included in a Contract Summary?  - Responses



Consumers should have three days to dissolve a contract if desired and the service provider should 
make sure that the consumer knows this through clear communication on the contract summary  (larger, 
bold or red lettering) or informed orally.
A disputes process to include an independent Ombudsman?
If a special offer or bundled service - what may be included that the consumer does not need.
none that readily come to mind
no
estimates of total monthly charges under the contract.

Answer
[No Responses]

Answer
What about coverage and signal quality?  If I buy a Digicel phone and then find that they provide no 
signal to my house, I would expect a refund.  Similar challenge with Internet speed and cable signal 
quality.

Answer
If installation requires existing equipment to be removed & replaced by alternate or new equipment, this 
should be clearly stated in advance. I had the unfortunate experience a couple of months ago when I 
tried to upgrade my home DSL service to 10-MB from 8-MB; I was led to believe no equipment needed to 
be replaced, and was surprised when an installer showed up on my doorstep and wanted to replace my 
high-end networking gear (wireless access point, dedicated commercial grade firewall, DSL modem) with 
a cheaply made integrated piece of equipment. In the end I had to remove the new equipment, as it was 
not compatible with my SIP trunking service from Logic. BTC had no alternative equipment to offer, so I 
am stuck at 8-MB although I am willing to pay for a higher speed.

11. Do you agree or disagree that the terms above should be included in all contracts? If you disagree please state why. - Other 

11. Do you agree or disagree that the terms above should be included in all contracts? If you disagree please state why. - Comments

12. What other items do you think should be covered which have not been included in the proposed decision?  - Responses



Quality of Service

Service providers should be required to send out notices of maintenance that will bring the service down.  
Also explanations of outages should be sent out within 24 hours after outages.

Credit from disruption of service

Currently service providers do not indicate the amount of time they can have an outage without 
remunerating their customers.  BTC does, and their period is 7 days.  Based on a 4 week month, this 
represents 25% of a consumerâ��s bill for services that were not available.  I believe that all providers 
should provide this information and that the maximum time for uncredited outages be 24 hours.  After 
that time they should credit to all customers who have been affected, whether that customer reports the 
outage or not.
none that readily come to mind
no
None well covered
Penalty or compensation terms for lack of service

Answer
[No Responses]

Answer
This survey should have provided more structure and a capability to step back a page.  I am making 
observations because I cannot see the whole survey that I then find to be covered subsequently.
There can be times when a provider cannot deliver due to reasons out of their control.

Have their key performance stats audited by their auditors and made public.

Answer
[No Responses]

Answer
Yet anther leading question

13. Do you agree or disagree that Service Providers should have a minimum guarantee standard for services offered?  If you 

13. Do you agree or disagree that Service Providers should have a minimum guarantee standard for services offered?  If you 

14. Do you agree or disagree that the matters listed above should be included in Contracts for Services? If you disagree please state 

14. Do you agree or disagree that the matters listed above should be included in Contracts for Services? If you disagree please state 

15. Do you recommend any other standard that should be included in the list?  - Responses



Answer
CIR?
Credit from disruption of service

Currently service providers do not indicate the amount of time they can have an outage without 
remunerating their customers.  BTC does, and their period is 7 days.  Based on a 4 week month, this 
represents 25% of a consumerâ��s bill for services that were not available.  I believe that all providers 
should provide this information and that the maximum time for uncredited outages be 24 hours.  After 
that time they should credit to all customers who have been affected, whether that customer reports the 
outage or not.
So what if a provider sets unreasonable promises? Is that for the consumer to decide?  What happens in 
the event that a provider fails to meet a standard - what recourse does a customer have?  If a provider 
provides service that does not meet reasonable expectations, does the customer have grounds to cancel 
a contract without costs?
In reference to disruption of service beyond the consumers control, the service provider should provide a 
credit for the duration of the outage.

Types of disruption could range from but not limited to:

Service providers system failure

Maintenance
none that readily come to mind
no
Monetary consequences for not meeting minimum service level.
No
Minimum standard of retribution for service providers not meeting 'up-time'
A comparison published each year to allow consumers to make better choices and encourage 
competition.

Answer
[No Responses]

Answer
Automatic renewals are the norm. I don't have a problem with them. The provider should tell a customer 
their contract will renew on such & such a date, give them 30 - 60 days to cancel if they don't want to 
renew.
A leading question

16. Do you agree or disagree that Service Providers should not renew a contract without your consent? If you disagree please state 

16. Do you agree or disagree that Service Providers should not renew a contract without your consent? If you disagree please state 



No such renewal without consent.
Better terms may be on offer that are not given to prior contract holders.

Answer
if with notice to the customer, I'd be OK with it.  then he/she can decide wheth
There should be the option for either

Answer
Normal to allow a customer to quit at any time after the expiry of the contract.  It might be appropriate to 
allow a period of notice where there is a need to schedule engineer activity but I would think most 
services can be turned off remotely by "switch" within 1 day.
Unless customer advises otherwise.
If the service is terminated and the customer wants to continue with the service they will call in and 
renew. 

I experienced a time when a service was terminated and I was billed for the equipment for almost 3 
years after, eventhough I was not renting, the equipment was brought outright at the time the service was 
purchased. because i has another location, I never checked the bill in detail, till I asked for a cost 
breakdown. That was when the extra charges was identified.
I think the consumer should be contacted and asked whether they want to continue with said provider 
under the previous conditions.
No automatic renewal without owner consent.
It would be good to provide customers the option for automatic renewal, or not.
There should be a minimum (and recorded) effort of the service providing contacting the consumer, via 
email, text and phone call to remind them of the upcoming renewal with an opportunity to confirm 
whether or not to have the renewal go forward.  It would be easy to assume that most consumers don't 
pay attention to renewal dates and are then put in the position to have to pay our funds without having 
considered if that is what they ultimately wish to do.

Answer
[No Responses]

Answer
This should not be a long drawn out collaboration.
The text above is gobbledegook.  Say what you mean in plain English.  Is it intended to remove the 
artificial separation of ADSL and ISP services?  Is it intended to remove the artificial separation of 
domestic and international calling services?

17. After the expiration date, should contracts be automatically renewed on a month to month basis?  If No, please state why. - Other 

17. After the expiration date, should contracts be automatically renewed on a month to month basis?  If No, please state why. - 

18. Do you agree or disagree with a collaborative approach to the broadband quality issues listed above between Consumers, Service 

18. Do you agree or disagree with a collaborative approach to the broadband quality issues listed above between Consumers, Service 

19. What other issues do you think should be discussed in the proposed Broadband Quality of Service discussion?  - Responses



Answer
Bermuda CableVision and â��blackoutsâ��

BCV claims that blackouts of channels and programs are out of their control.  I do not understand how if 
they are paying for television programming, the network would block the programming.  Also, the 
blackouts are not consistent.  One week a show is fine and the next week it is blocked.  If BCV has paid 
for  legal rights to the programming how is it blacked out.  I believe that this needs to be investigated.  If 
they are not paying for full legal rights to channels, then how can they in turn charge us for something 
they have no legal right to?
Capacity of Internet from US mainland to Bermuda has to be questioned.  Does more investment need to 
be made in the Island's telecoms infrastructure?  Consumers spend out on 25Mbit lines to their local ISP 
yet if service to US is throttled back due to lack of capacity/high demand they might experience just 10% 
of that speed.
none that readily come to mind
none
Cost of said service should be discussed and bought into line with other jurisdictions
Delivery of aggreed band with, currently these are not being met despite being charged full rate

Answer
[No Responses]

Answer
These are questions that providers will have discussed at length as part of their strategy consideration.  
Decide what needs to be done in the interests of the Consumer an send out a discussion paper  
requesting response within 30 days.
this is long overdue. the vendors have had a free ride for far too long.

Answer
Provide clarity to the consumer and international business on the intentions to move Bermuda into the 
modern age of Telecoms without the current inefficiencies and prohibitive costs.
none

Answer
[No Responses]

Answer
I think that consumers should opt-in.  I think that they should be automatically NOT included in these 
solicitations.

20. The RA proposes to commence discussions on this issue within 30 days after the conclusion of this Consultation. is this an 

20. The RA proposes to commence discussions on this issue within 30 days after the conclusion of this Consultation. is this an 

22.  Do you agree or Disagree that Consumers should be able to opt out of unsolicited communications from carriers that are not 

22.  Do you agree or Disagree that Consumers should be able to opt out of unsolicited communications from carriers that are not 



Customers should be able to opt out of getting any information not critical to service provision.

Answer
[No Responses]

Answer
I think that consumers should opt-in.  I think that they should be automatically NOT included in these 
solicitations.
Also, last year an emergency broadcast was set up to warn of impending hurricanes and sent through 
SMS.  Later CellOne used this same â��emergencyâ�� number to send out unsolicited marketing.  
This is a very dangerous practice, a â��crying wolfâ�� so to speak.
very much so!

23. Do you agree or disagree that a consumer should be able to opt out of receiving notifications via SMS message?  if you disagree 

23. Do you agree or disagree that a consumer should be able to opt out of receiving notifications via SMS message?  if you disagree 


